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Valence of agents and recipients moderates the side-effect effect: two
within-subjects, multi-item conceptual replications
Suzanne L. K. Stewart a, Bradley J. Kennedy a and Matthew Haigh b

aSchool of Psychology, University of Chester, Chester, United Kingdom; bDepartment of Psychology, Northumbria University,
Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
The side-effect effect (SEE) demonstrates that the valence of an unintended side effect
influences intentionality judgements; people assess harmful (helpful) side effects as
(un)intentional. Some evidence suggests that the SEE can be moderated by factors
relating to the side effect’s causal agent and to its recipient. However, these findings
are often derived from between-subjects studies with a single or few items, limiting
generalisability. Our two within-subjects experiments utilised multiple items and
successfully conceptually replicated these patterns of findings. Cumulative link mixed
models showed the valence of both the agent and the recipient moderated
intentionality and accountability ratings. This supports the view that people represent
and consider multiple factors of a SEE scenario when judging intentionality.
Importantly, it also demonstrates the applicability of multi-vignette, within-subjects
approaches for generalising the effect to the wider population, within individuals, and
to a multitude of potential scenarios. For open materials, data, and code, see https://
www.doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/5MGKN.
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The side-effect effect (SEE; a.k.a. “the Knobe effect”;
Knobe, 2003a) reveals a striking asymmetry
whereby people judge that morally negative, but
not positive, side effects are intentional. Knobe
asked participants to consider a scenario in which
a company Chairman unintentionally helped or
harmed the environment as a consequent to an
intended action (Figure 1). Knobe’s participants
generally responded that the Chairman intention-
ally harmed, but unintentionally helped, the
environment. There was also an accountability
asymmetry: the Chairman deserved blame for the
harm but little praise for the help.

Knobe’s (2003a) explanation was that people
assess a side effect’s moral valence (e.g. helping or
harming the environment) and then use that assess-
ment to determine whether intention drove the
causal agent’s (e.g. the Chairman’s) behaviour.
Later, Pettit and Knobe (2009) formulated a more
general theory that people adopt a default expec-
tation about a situation that can be applied to mul-
tiple folk psychology concepts including

intentionality, and that for the SEE, there are
different defaults for the “help” versus the “harm”
scenarios. This explanation would say that the Chair-
man in the above example should, by default, have
an attitude that is at least somewhat pro-help / anti-
harm towards the environment. Taking into account
the Chairman’s expression of indifference and the
execution of an action that will knowingly produce
the side effect, observers make a scalar judgement
that the Chairman is pro-harm (though not pro-
help). According to Pettit and Knobe’s formulation,
only perceptions of “pro” stances in “intermediate”
scenarios will produce the intentionality asymmetry.
The SEE is striking because we might intuitively
expect its reverse: that observers assess whether a
causal agent possessed intention towards an
outcome and, only then, determine the morality of
the agent’s actions.

The SEE is a robust effect that has replicated
across a variety of samples and settings (Knobe,
2010; Leslie, Knobe, & Cohen, 2006; Mallon, 2008;
Pellizzoni, Siegal, & Surian, 2009; Phelan & Sarkissian,
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2009; Robbins, Shepard, & Rochat, 2017; Vonasch, &
Baumeister, 2017) and with a larger effect size in an
extensive pre-registered exact replication (Klein
et al., 2018). Alongside the accumulation of empiri-
cal findings, a number of competing frameworks
have been developed in addition to Knobe’s
(2003a) original and later (Pettit & Knobe, 2009)
explanations, outlined above. These include (1) the
idea that more general violations of norms (which
can include, but are not limited to, moral norms)
influence judgments (the “Rational Scientist” view,
Uttich & Lombrozo, 2010), (2) that the SEE is a
result of pragmatic aspects of the vignettes; for
example, that different participants interpret and
apply the concept of “intentional” variously
(Adams & Steadman, 2004; Guglielmo & Malle,
2010a; Nichols & Ulakowski, 2007), (3) that there is
an influential asymmetry in the degree of foreknow-
ledge and/or belief possessed by the agent in the
helpful versus harmful scenarios (Beebe, 2013;
Beebe & Buckwalter, 2010; Beebe & Jensen, 2012)
or the degree to which participants consider the
agent’s foreknowledge (Laurent, Clark, & Schweit-
zer, 2015) and in the context of the side effect
valence influencing the interpretation of the critical
questions (Laurent, Reich, & Skorinko, 2019), (4) that,
critically, a cost–benefit analysis can be applied in
the harmful but not the helpful condition (the
“Trade-Off” hypothesis, Machery, 2008; “Tradeoff
Justification Model,” Vonasch & Baumeister, 2017),
(5) that responsibility is a necessary antecedent of
intentionality and, further, that responsibility is
quickly assigned when harmful outcomes occur
but that responsibility for helpful outcomes is only
assigned when they are performed “for the right
reasons” (Wright & Bengson, 2009, p. 46; the “Culp-
able Control Model,” Alicke & Rose, 2010, 2012), i.e.
an asymmetry in the assignment of blame and
praise (Nadelhoffer, 2004; see also Hindriks,
Douven & Singmann, 2016), and (6) that people

evaluate the (in)congruency of the agent’s traits,
attitudes, and values with the side effect (the
“Deep Self Concordance Model,” Sripada, 2010;
Sripada & Konrath, 2011).

The accumulation of empirical evidence support-
ing the SEE in the context of so many competing
mechanistic and theoretical explanations suggests
that the area may benefit from expanding the reper-
toire of typical methodological approaches in order
to aid SEE researchers in disentangling these theor-
etical frameworks in the future. While the SEE litera-
ture has benefited from a number of cleverly
designed experiments, the majority share the
same basic design features. In particular, many
experiments tend to use only a single vignette, or
occasionally, a few vignettes (though there are a
small number of exceptions, e.g. Cova & Naar,
2012, Exp. 1; Robinson, Stey, & Alfano, 2015, Study
2), often in a between-subjects design. Thus, partici-
pants may be primarily responding to a quirk of a
single (or very few) vignette(s) (we note that
Knobe even raises this possibility in his discussion
of the first experiment of his seminal 2003a
paper). Furthermore, the Chairman scenario, or
slight modifications of it, is frequently used, and
experienced participants (e.g. Psychology students
and MTurk workers) may already be familiar with
it. Therefore, generalisation of the effect within indi-
viduals across many different scenarios is not yet
verified; this is particularly important in the
context of Psychology’s “replication crisis” which
should compel scientists to generalise effects not
only to the wider population but also to a wider
pool of stimuli. While it is clear that the SEE repli-
cates with Knobe’s original vignettes and the
handful of others developed since then, one of
our aims is to provide new evidence through two
conceptual replications that the SEE is also broadly
replicable and generalisable across many scenarios
and, simultaneously, within the same individuals
(i.e. in a within-subjects design; see also Feltz &
Cokely, 2011). Finally, the literature’s conventional
use of statistical analyses like t-tests and ANOVA,
in combination with the typical use of single (or
few) vignettes and between-subjects designs,
means that variance due to both participant and
item differences could be better controlled (see
Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012). Even with randomis-
ation to different between-subjects conditions, par-
ticipant differences cannot be ruled out as a
contributing factor. Furthermore, where multiple
items have been used, statistically uncontrolled

Figure 1. Knobe’s (2003a) Experiment 1 scenario.
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item variance may also play a role. Thus, we hope
that by providing evidence for the SEE through
using openly available multiple items in a within-
subjects design and statistically controlling for
both participant and item variance simultaneously
in two conceptual replications, our work can
provide a springboard for future work on the SEE
to use a similar approach to advance theoretical
understanding of this interesting effect and to
more easily test controlled manipulations of finer-
grained aspects of the stimuli.

Thus, our work undertakes two experiments,
each representing a methodologically advanced,
rigorous conceptual replication of a different but
nuanced aspect of the broader SEE literature: mod-
eration of the effect due to the valence of the
agent’s character (Experiment 1) and the valence
of the side effect’s recipient (Experiment 2).
Because these are finer-grained effects, they are
well-suited to a conceptual replication approach in
order to demonstrate the utility of our methodology
for the area. Specifically, our aim is to provide evi-
dence for the applicability of multi-item, within-sub-
jects designs and analyses that control for random
variance due to participants and items simul-
taneously (Judd et al., 2012) to examinations of
the SEE. Both experiments utilise (1) a larger-than-
usual number of openly available experimental
items to generalise across, (2) within-subjects
designs that eliminate between-subject variance
and allow for generalisation of the effect within
the same individuals as well as across individuals,
and (3) an analysis strategy that accounts for
random effects of both participants and items sim-
ultaneously (Judd et al., 2012). We hope that our
demonstration of these methodological choices
through conceptual replications will provide other
researchers with additional, rigorous ways of
testing relevant theoretical explanations in the
future.

Experiment 1

In attempting to discern the mechanisms under-
lying the SEE, some previous empirical work has
shown that factors relating to the agent can mod-
erate it (Cova, Lantian, & Boudesseul, 2016), such as
personality, motives, and past behaviour (Bro-
gaard, 2010; Hughes & Trafimow, 2012, 2015; Shep-
herd, 2012), level of power (Robbins et al., 2017),
skill (Guglielmo & Malle, 2010b), goodness or
badness (Beebe & Jensen, 2012; Newman, De

Freitas, & Knobe, 2015), contextual constraints on
the agent (Monroe & Reeder, 2011), and social
role (Rowe, Vonasch, & Turp, 2020). Participants
may also strongly consider the agent’s “I don’t
care” statement in representing the agent’s atti-
tudes (Sripada & Konrath, 2011) as it communicates
an active and negative desire (Guglielmo & Malle,
2010a). Participants may additionally consider
areas such as stereotypes related to the agent’s
occupation (e.g. Chairman of the Board; Hughes &
Trafimow, 2012), suggesting that participants
draw on general and social knowledge in repre-
senting the scenario. Experiment 1 was designed
as a conceptual replication of this pattern of
evidence.

While our aim is not to contrast and test theories
that seek to explain these findings, the unfamiliar
readermay benefit from brief descriptions of relevant
models to help contextualise the pattern of findings
described above. First, the “Deep Self Concordance
Model” (DSCM) suggests that people evaluate the
(in)congruency of the agent’s traits, attitudes, and
values with the side effect (Sripada, 2010; Sripada &
Konrath, 2011). In this model, individuals pay atten-
tion to the agent’s character when it is made relevant
and salient (such information may come from the
agent’s job role, explicit descriptions about their
traits, stereotypical associations with factors like
their perceived gender and name, their “I don’t
care” reaction to the possibility of the side effect,
and questions about the agent that precede the
accountability and intentionality judgements). Thus,
participants maintain consistency in their under-
standing of a given vignette by ascribing different
levels of accountability and intentionality when the
agent’s characteristics are congruent versus incon-
gruent with the side effect. A second relevant
model is the “Culpable Control Model” (CCM; Alicke
& Rose, 2010, 2012). According to this framework,
observers who have a negative reaction to a scenario
implicitly justify their reaction by assigning blame,
control, and intentionality to the agent; such nega-
tive reactions may be induced by harmful outcomes
as well as unlikeable agents. This model would
suggest that a negatively valenced agent may
create or exacerbate negative reactions, while posi-
tively valenced agents may mitigate negative reac-
tions to harmful outcomes, resulting in a
judgement asymmetry between helpful and
harmful scenarios. Closely aligned with the CCM are
accounts that highlight differing degrees of blame
versus praise and how this relates to the ascription
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of intentionality (Nadelhoffer, 2004; Hindriks et al.,
2016). Both the DSCM and the CCMwould be consist-
ent with results that show a main effect of the side
effect valence (the typical SEE) in addition to an inter-
action between the agent valence and the side effect
valence. Readers should note that our foregrounding
of these two accounts is not at the exclusion of other
accounts; rather, it is that other frameworks tend to
focus on other aspects while these two are especially
applicable to considerations of the agent. Indeed, as
Cova et al. (2016) suggest, it is likely that multiple
factors influence observers’ judgements.

While the empirical studies mentioned above tell
a reliable story about the SEE, they are primarily
based on single-item (or few-item) between-sub-
jects designs, often with analyses that are unable
to account for variance from participants and vign-
ettes. Thus, the aim of Experiment 1 was to
conduct a conceptual replication of these agent
characteristic studies and provide evidence about
the appropriateness of a multi-item, within-subjects
approach.

In line with previous work, Experiment 1 tested
whether (in)consistencies between the agent’s char-
acter description and the valence of the side effect
moderate the SEE by comparing explicitly positive
versus negative descriptions for the agents, fully
crossed with harmful versus helpful side effects. In
keeping with the DSCM, the CCM, and previous
findings, we predicted an interaction between
Agent Valence and Side Effect Valence such that
positive agents would be judged as having more
intentionality towards (and deserving more praise
for) helpful outcomes than negative agents, while
negative agents would be judged as having more
intentionality towards (and deserving more blame
for) harmful outcomes than positive agents. Data
that support these hypotheses would replicate pre-
vious work and also show that consideration of
agent-related factors makes a significant impact
on judgements across many scenarios and within
the same individuals; i.e. that factors relating to the
agent can explain a significant amount of variance
in the SEE judgements above and beyond the side
effect valence itself.

Methods

Participants
A power analysis for general linear models
suggested that 76 participants would be required
to detect a medium effect ( f2 = 0.15; e.g. Hughes &

Trafimow, 2012) with 80% power at alpha = .05. Par-
ticipants were opportunity sampled from Psychol-
ogy students at the University of Chester and at
Northumbria University. Ninety-two began the
online study but eight did not finish; their partial
data were not used. Six more participants’ data
were removed because their participation duration
was less than five minutes; the researchers agreed
that it would be impossible to complete the exper-
iment in an engaged fashion in such a short time.
Thus, the final sample comprised 78 participants
(mean age = 19.85 years, SD = 2.57; 79.5% female;
Northumbria n = 41, Chester n = 37). Participants
were reimbursed with participation credits. Ethical
approval was given at both recruiting institutions,
and the experiment was carried out in line with
the Declaration of Helsinki.

Materials
Twenty-four vignettes were composed. Each vign-
ette consisted of eight sentences. Sentence 1 intro-
duced the agent and their job role. Sentence 2
described the agent (positively or negatively, in
line with the Agent Valence experimental factor).
Sentence 3 described a subordinate character pre-
senting information relevant to a decision that the
agent will need to make. Sentence 4 contained
speech from the subordinate character which
confirmed that an intended action will have an
intended outcome and that this action will also
produce a side effect (helpful or harmful, in line
with the Side Effect Valence experimental factor).
When the side effect was helpful, this subordinate
character uttered a conditional phrase in the form of
“If X, then Y AND Z.” When the side effect was
harmful, the subordinate character uttered a con-
ditional phrase in the form “If X, then Y BUT Z.” Sen-
tence 5 contained speech from the agent
confirming that they cannot be concerned with
side effect Z, only with achieving intended effect
Y. Sentence 6 was a continuation of the agent’s
speech in which they confirmed that they would
execute action X. Sentence 7 confirmed that
action X was executed. Sentence 8 confirmed
that side effect Z occurred as predicted.

Regarding Sentence 5, previous studies have
tended to follow Knobe’s (2003a) original vign-
ettes with the agent saying that they “do not
care” about the side effect, only about the
intended effect. While this construction was
used to make the unintended nature of the
side effect clear, participants may interpret this
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phrasing as an active and, therefore, intentional
choice and not an indifferent, neutral attitude:
Guglielmo and Malle (2010a) demonstrated that
varying this phrasing influences how much inten-
tionality is ascribed. To ameliorate this concern,
we phrased this portion of the dialogue to high-
light a lack of choice and a neutral inability (rather
than a neutral attitude, given that it is debatable
whether truly neutral attitudes are possible to
communicate), whereby the agent expresses an
inability to be concerned with the side effect
(e.g. “I am not able to be concerned with… ”).
See Example Experiment 1 Vignette.

Example Experiment 1 Vignette

Paula is the headteacher of a small independent school.
(She is a kind and compassionate leader who believes in
helping the pupils behave and learn to the best of their
abilities.)/(She is ruthless in the pursuit of good
behaviour and punishes the pupils severely, even for
minor offences.) At one of the staff meetings, the
deputy headteacher reports on a new initiative to take
the children on more trips to the local area. The
deputy headteacher says, “If the children go on more
school trips to the local area, then their enjoyment of
learning and their general behaviour at school will
improve (and our relationship with the local
community will be helped)/(but our relationship with
the local community will deteriorate).” Paula replies, “I
am not able to be concerned with the local
community; I can only focus on ensuring that the
pupils’ behaviour and learning improve. I’ll start
organising more school trips.” A few months later, the
number of school trips had increased significantly. As
expected, relations with the local community (were
helped)/(had deteriorated).

Given the 2 × 2 design, four versions of each
vignette were created that varied the Agent
Valence (positive/negative) and the Side Effect
Valence (helpful/harmful). The 96 total vignettes
were Latin squared to create four lists of 24 vign-
ettes each (six from each condition).

Procedure
Participants undertook the experiment as an online
study on the Qualtrics (2015–2017) survey platform.
Participants were randomised to one of the four lists
(for the final sample, Lists 1, 3, and 4 had 19 partici-
pants each while List 2 had 21 participants). Partici-
pants were first given information and instructions
before being asked for their consent to take part.

Qualtrics randomised the presentation order of the
24 vignette items for each participant; each vignette
was presented one at a time. Participants were
instructed to read each vignette, and they were pre-
sented with two ratings questions immediately
below the vignette. The Praise/Blame question
was always presented first in the format: “How
much (praise/blame) does (agent name) deserve
for (the side effect)?” Participants responded on a
Likert scale from 0 (None) to 6 (A lot). Then partici-
pants responded to the Intentionality question in
the format: “To what extent did (agent name) inten-
tionally (help/harm) (the side effect)?” Participants
also responded to this question on a Likert scale
from 0 (Not at all) to 6 (Very much). Participants
then clicked on an arrow to proceed to the next
vignette. After completing the vignettes task, par-
ticipants answered brief demographic questions.
Mean completion time for the final sample was
20.87 min (SD = 14.21).

Analysis
To analyse the effect of Agent Valence and Side
Effect Valence on (1) Accountability (Praise/Blame)
and (2) Intentionality ratings, we used cumulative
link mixed models (CLMMs), a type of generalised
linear mixed model appropriate for ordinal response
variables (Christensen, 2015; Liddell & Kruschke,
2018), fitted with the Laplace approximation using
the ordinal package (Christensen, 2018) in R (R
Development Core Team, 2017). This analysis strat-
egy allows individual responses to be entered
(rather than means for each condition per partici-
pant) as mixed models can account for the interde-
pendency of repeated observations, giving more
statistical power (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).
Furthermore, mixed models can simultaneously
model random effects due to participants and due
to items, allowing more of the error variance to be
modelled (see Clark, 1973, for a discussion of the
importance of considering items random effects).
Neither experiment was preregistered, but all
materials, anonymised data, and R code are avail-
able here under a CC-BY 4.0 licence: https://www.
doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/5MGKN. Details of the par-
ameter estimates of the CLMMS are given in the
Results section.

Results

In the CLMM analysis for Praise/Blame ratings and
the Intentionality ratings, the fixed effects were
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Agent Valence (positive, negative), Side Effect
Valence (helpful, harmful), and the interaction
between these. We used deviation coding for the
two experimental factors. The models contained
crossed random effects for participants and
vignettes.

The maximal model for the Praise/Blame ratings
converged (see Table 1 for parameter estimates).
The model showed the typical SEE, as the main
effect for Side Effect Valence was significant at p
< .001. In line with previous work, agents who
caused harmful side effects were judged as deser-
ving more blame than the level of praise afforded
to agents who caused helpful side effects. A post-
hoc decision was made to explore whether the
typical SEE was clearly apparent for positive
agents and for negative agents, separately, using
pairwise comparisons as computed by the
emmeans package in R (Lenth, Love, & Hervé,
2018) with a Bonferroni corrected alpha level of
.025. This demonstrated that participants assigned
more blame for harmful side effects than praise
for helpful side effects both for positive agents (z
=−6.90, p < .001) and for negative agents (z =
−8.70, p < .001). Importantly for our aims, the
model also demonstrated an interaction between
Agent Valence and Side Effect Valence that was sig-
nificant at p < .001. This interaction was explored
using pairwise comparisons and interpreted using
a Bonferroni corrected alpha level of .025. These
comparisons showed that positive agents were
judged to deserve significantly more praise for
helpful side effects than negative agents, (z = 3.18,
p = .002). However, under the corrected alpha
level, there was no significant difference in the
level of blame for harmful side effects assigned to
positive versus negative agents (z =−2.07, p = .038;
see Figure 2).

The maximal model for the Intentionality
ratings converged (see Table 2 for parameter esti-
mates). The main effect for Side Effect Valence
was significant at p < .001, showing the typical
SEE in which participants deemed agents to
have more intention towards harmful versus
helpful side effects. Post-hoc pairwise

comparisons with a Bonferroni corrected alpha
level of .025 showed that this held true both
for positive agents (z =−6.49, p < .001) and for
negative agents (z =−7.71, p < .001) separately.
Furthermore, the model demonstrated an inter-
action between Agent Valence and Side Effect
Valence that was significant at p < .001. This inter-
action was explored using pairwise comparisons
with a Bonferroni corrected alpha level of .025.
These comparisons showed that for helpful side
effects, positive agents were judged to have
more intentionality than negative agents (z =
3.28, p = .001) and, for harmful side effects, nega-
tive agents were judged to have more intention-
ality than positive agents (z =−2.64, p = .008; see
Figure 3).

For both of the Blame/Praise and Intentionality
analyses, null models were created that contained
only the random effects terms. These null models
were then compared to the experimental models
to analyse whether the experimental models were
better fits for the data using likelihood ratio tests.
These analyses confirmed that they were: for
Blame/Praise (AIC null = 5828.2 versus AIC exper-
imental = 5791.3, χ2 (3) = 43.53, p < .001) and for
Intentionality (AIC null = 5554.9 versus AIC exper-
imental = 5520.8, χ2 (3) = 40.09, p < .001).

Table 1. Parameter estimates for the Praise/Blame CLMM
from Experiment 1.

b SE z p 95% CI

Agent Valence 0.08 0.09 0.89 .372 −0.09–0.25
SE Valence −2.68 0.33 −8.16 3.3*10−16 −3.32 to −2.03
Interaction 0.69 0.20 3.49 .0005 0.30–1.08

Figure 2. Means, confidence limits, and distributions for
Side Effect Valence by Agent Valence for Praise (Helpful
conditions)/Blame (Harmful conditions).

Table 2. Parameter estimates for the Intentionality CLMM
from Experiment 1.

b SE z p 95% CI

Agent
Valence

0.07 0.09 0.73 .468 −0.11–0.25

SE Valence −2.65 0.36 −7.38 1.54*10−13 −3.36 to
−1.95

Interaction 0.81 0.20 4.10 4.22*10−5 0.42–1.19
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Similarly, for both Blame/Praise and Intentional-
ity, we constructed main effects-only models con-
sisting of fixed factors of Side Effect Valence and
Agent Valence and random effects terms for partici-
pants and vignettes. We then compared these main-
effects only models to the interaction models to
analyse whether including the interaction term pro-
vided significantly better models of the data. These
analyses confirmed that the interaction model was a
significantly better fit for Blame/Praise (AIC main
effects only = 5792.3 versus AIC interaction model
= 5791.3, χ2 (9) = 19.02, p = .025) and for Intentional-
ity (AIC main effects only = 5526.4 versus AIC inter-
action model = 5520.8, χ2 (9) = 23.65, p = .005).

Discussion

Experiment 1 provided evidence that participants’
responses were influenced by the congruency of
the valence of the agent’s traits with the side
effect valence. While, formally, both positive and
negative agents unintentionally caused the same
side effects, participants judged the agents to
have more intentionality towards congruent
versus incongruent side effects. Positive agents
were also rated as deserving more praise for
helpful side effects than negative agents, although
there were no significant differences in ratings of
blame for harmful side effects. Our analytical strat-
egy allowed us to demonstrate that this moderation
effect makes a statistically significant impact above
and beyond the typical SEE, which was also demon-
strated. These findings generally supported the
hypotheses that were formulated on the basis of
previous findings, which was a successful concep-
tual replication of previous work. The results are
broadly consistent with the DSCM and the CCM,

though it is less compatible that levels of blame
ascription did not differ between different types of
agents while judgements of intentionality in
harmful scenarios did. It may be that differences in
intentionality ascription are not solely reliant on
asymmetries in accountability, but rather they may
additionally encompass considerations of control,
foreknowledge, and responsibility which might be
differentially constructed due to the additional
details about the agent’s positive versus negative
character, as well as other aspects of the scenarios
which are the focus of other accounts. Thus, Exper-
iment 1 met our aim of providing evidence that the
SEE and moderation effects due to factors relating
to the agent conceptually replicate in a design
using a variety of items and within the same individ-
uals, clearly demonstrating the applicability of this
methodological approach.

Experiment 2

Following Experiment 1’s successful conceptual
replication, we utilised Experiment 2 to provide a
conceptual replication of a less well-studied aspect
of the SEE literature. While one key aspect of a
typical side effect scenario is its agent, as we exam-
ined in the first experiment, another key aspect is
the recipient of the side effect (e.g. the environment).
It may be possible that participants also account for
the characteristics of the recipient in judging the
accountability and intentionality of the agent
towards the side effect.

In Knobe’s (2003a) experiments, the recipients
were the environment (Experiment 1) and soldiers
(Experiment 2). Whether participants viewed these
recipients to be inherently positive or negative
may have impacted their judgements, indepen-
dently of whether the side effect was helpful or
harmful. Knobe even acknowledged that views
about businesses and the environment could be a
factor in the Chairman scenario, which was partly
the motivation for his second experiment involving
the Lieutenant. Yet, it was also possible that agents
and recipients associated with the military were
viewed positively by some participants and nega-
tively by others, introducing uncontrolled
between-participant variance. Indeed, we cannot
know if Knobe’s participants would have responded
differently if the Chairman had caused harm to a
fracking site versus the environment, or if the Lieu-
tenant had caused harm to children, or terrorists, in
contrast to his own soldiers. Nevertheless, it was not

Figure 3. Means, confidence limits, and distributions for
Side Effect Valence by Agent Valence for Intentionality.
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Knobe’s aim to contrast different recipients and the
results from his two experiments were consistent,
demonstrating that the nature of the recipient
does not impede detection of the basic SEE. Never-
theless, unpublished work by Tannenbaum, Ditto,
and Pizarro (2007) sheds light on this question.
They found that participants who had a stronger
moral affinity with a salient characteristic of the reci-
pient (i.e. values relating to the environment, the
economy, political orientation, gender) showed a
more pronounced SEE. In other words, Tannenbaum
et al.’s results showed that perceptions about the
recipient of the side effect moderated judgements
of intentionality. Later, Sripada (2012) found that
participants accounted for the moral status of the
recipient of the Chairman’s action when differ-
ently-valenced recipients were contrasted in a
between-subjects design (e.g. a chemical company
versus a charity versus an abortion clinic), demon-
strating that the recipient description may moder-
ate the SEE. Thus, the aim of Experiment 2 (and its
key motivation) was to provide a conceptual replica-
tion of this moderation effect through a multi-item,
within-subjects design and with analyses that con-
trolled for random variance due to participants
and items simultaneously.

As with Experiment 1, we would like to provide
unfamiliar readers with some information about rel-
evant theoretical explanations to aid their under-
standing of this moderation effect, though this
should not be taken as a rejection of other frame-
works. The first account is the “Rational Scientist”
view, which outlines that more general violations
of norms (which can include, but are not limited
to, moral norms) influence judgments (Uttich &
Lombrozo, 2010). The “norm violation” aspect of
the Rational Scientist view suggests that partici-
pants utilise information about aspects like the
valence of the side effect recipient to finely discrimi-
nate between “harm” scenarios with different recipi-
ents and between “help” scenarios with different
recipients, because they represent more- or less-
severe violations of norms (or none). For example,
harming an innocent person would be a violation
while harming a terrorist may not be; helping a ter-
rorist would be a violation while helping a child
would not be. Second, accounts that focus on the
“trade-off” are also relevant: the “Trade-Off Hypoth-
esis” (Machery, 2008) and the “Tradeoff Justification
Model” (Vonasch & Baumeister, 2017). Broadly,
these frameworks argue that observers consider
whether the harmful side effect was justifiable in

achieving the intended outcome. Observers assess
the side effect as more intentional when the
trade-off between the intended outcome and the
side effect is not justifiable compared to when it
is. Machery notes that no such trade-off is applicable
in the typical “help” scenario, as there are no costs to
weigh against the benefits. These models would
predict that observers will view harming positive
recipients as more intentional than harming nega-
tive ones (because harm to a positive recipient is a
cost that does not justify the trade-off, whereas
harming a negative recipient does not involve a
cost, or is an acceptable cost). By extension, they
would also predict that helping a negative recipient
is more intentional than helping a positive one
(because helping a negative recipient will be inter-
preted as a cost which does not justify the trade-
off, but helping a positive recipient involves no
cost).

Thus, in Experiment 2, we formulated our
hypotheses in line with previous findings and with
both the Rational Scientist and the “Tradeoff”
models. We predicted that agents would be
judged as more blameworthy and as having more
intention towards harming positive recipients than
negative ones (i.e. because it is immoral/costly to
harm a positive person and, thus, a norm violation)
and that agents would be judged as less praise-
worthy and having more intention towards helping
negative recipients than positive ones (i.e. because
it is immoral/costly to help a negative person and,
thus, a norm violation). In keeping with Knobe’s
original work, we are proceeding with the assump-
tion that “help” indicates “produces a positive
outcome” and that “harm” indicates “produces a
negative outcome” for the recipient. It is these
meanings of “help” and “harm” that will be viewed
as being congruent or incongruent with the recipi-
ent’s valence.

In addition, Experiment 2 further tests whether
participants’ own Belief in a Just World (Lerner,
1965) is influential, which is the belief that good
(bad) events generally occur to good (bad) people
(Furnham, 2003). This aspect fits well with the
norm-violation view emphasised by the Rational
Scientist account, and acquiring evidence on this
strengthens the conceptual replication attempt of
this experiment. People with a strong belief in a
just world need to alleviate the threat to their
belief that injustices pose by helping victims and/
or punishing perpetrators, or by blaming victims
(Hafer & Bègue, 2005; Hafer & Sutton, 2016).
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Regarding the SEE, there are mixed findings that
individual differences, like gender, extraversion,
training in philosophy, and feelings of anger,
influence it (Cokely & Feltz, 2009; Díaz, Viciana, &
Gomila, 2017; Feltz & Cokely, 2011). However, an
influence of belief in a just world, particularly the
need to redress harm by assigning blame and inten-
tion, may influence participants’ judgements. This
would mean that the participants’ own biases, in
relation to their general and social knowledge,
impact their representations of the scenarios and,
hence, the judgements they make. With reference
to the “Tradeoff” models, it is possible that these
biases also influence the perceptions of costs and
benefits in the scenarios. Thus, we further predicted
that the expected effect (described above) would be
moderated by level of belief in a just world, such
that the effect would be more pronounced in
those with a stronger belief, representing a need
to be relatively more punitive in the case of
immoral (norm-violating/costly) actions (harming a
positive recipient or helping a negative one).

Methods

Participants
A power analysis for general linear models
suggested that 48 participants would be needed
to detect a medium effect size ( f2 = 0.25) at 80%
power and alpha = .05. We assumed that because
this experiment was modifying the side effect
itself, which has more primacy in SEE scenarios,
the likely effect size would be somewhat larger
than that in Experiment 1. We recruited an
additional four participants in anticipation of with-
drawals or data exclusions; however, we were able
to retain all participants’ data. Thus, 52 participants
(mean age = 21.86 years, SD = 5.85; 82.7% female)
were opportunity sampled from Psychology stu-
dents at the University of Chester. To better
control for participation duration following Exper-
iment 1, these participants completed the exper-
iment in a lab setting. Participants were
reimbursed £5 and participation credits. Ethical
approval was given by the University of Chester
Department of Psychology Ethics Committee, and
the experiment was carried out in line with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Materials
Similarly to Experiment 1, 24 vignettes were com-
posed. Key changes for Experiment 2 were (1) that

no description was given for agents apart from
their name and job role, which was held constant
across vignette versions, and (2) that side effects
were described as having a specific impact on a
positive or negative person, group of people, or
entity (e.g. disabled children versus imprisoned
murderers; the environment versus a fracking site).
Thus, these vignettes were seven sentences in
length. Sentence 1 introduced the agent and their
job role. Sentence 2 described a subordinate charac-
ter coming to the agent with information relevant to
a decision that the agent will need to make. Sen-
tence 3 contained speech from the subordinate
character which confirmed that an intended action
will have an intended outcome and that this
action will also have a side effect (helpful or
harmful, in line with the Side Effect Valence exper-
imental factor) on a specific recipient (positive or
negative, in line with the Recipient Valence exper-
imental factor) in the structure “If action X, then
outcome Y, and also side effect Z.” Sentence 4 con-
tained speech from the agent confirming that they
cannot be concerned with the side effect Z, only
with achieving outcome Y. Sentence 5 was a con-
tinuation of the agent’s speech in which the agent
confirms that they will execute action X. Sentence
6 confirmed that action X was executed. Sentence
7 confirmed that side effect Z occurred to the recipi-
ent as predicted. See Example Experiment 2 Vignette.

Example Experiment 2 Vignette

Kirsten is an MP who was recently appointed as the
Foreign Secretary in a Cabinet reshuffle. She is
considering changing the Foreign Office’s position on
an oil-rich country that is undergoing a civil war
between the dictator’s forces and the persecuted
minorities. Her assistant reports, “If you change our
position on that country, then we will gain more
influence with our allies, and that country’s
(persecuted minorities)/(dictator) will (win)/(lose) the
civil war.” Kirsten replies, “I cannot think about that
country’s (persecuted minorities)/(dictator); I can only
focus on gaining more influence with our allies. I will
change our position.” The change in position was
instituted the following month. As predicted, that
country’s (persecuted minorities)/(dictator) (won)/(lost)
the civil war.

Similarly to Experiment 1, four versions for each
vignette were developed across the 2 × 2 design
(positive or negative Recipient; helpful or harmful
Side Effect). The 96 vignettes were Latin squared
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to create four lists with six vignettes from each con-
dition; equal numbers of participants saw each list.

Participants were also administered the General
Belief in a Just World Scale (which taps into the
belief that the world is (un)just for other people;
GBJW) and the Personal Belief in a Just World
Scale (which taps into the belief that the world is
(un)just for the self; PBJW; Dalbert, 1999). The
GBJW comprises six items while the PBJW comprises
seven items. For both, participants read statements
about justice and responded on a Likert scale from 1
(Strongly disagree) to 6 (Strongly agree). For each
scale, average scores were computed where all, or
all but one, items had been answered (Dalbert,
1999). The scales have been found to have good val-
idity and internal reliability and to tap discrete con-
structs (Dalbert, 1999; Furnham, 2003).

Procedure
Participants were randomised in blocks of four to
each of the four lists. In a lab setting, the partici-
pants completed the experiment on the online
survey platform Qualtrics, which randomised the
24 vignettes within each list for each participant.
Participants were asked to read each vignette and
respond to the same blame/praise and intentional-
ity questions as in Experiment 1. Participants com-
pleted the vignettes task first, followed by the Just
World Scales, and lastly brief demographic
questions.

Analysis
The overall analysis strategy was similar to Exper-
iment 1. For Experiment 2, the CLMMs utilised

GBJW and PBJW as moderators to the interactions
of the experimental factors for both the Praise/
Blame and Intentionality Models.

Results

One participant did not respond to a sufficient
number of PBJW items to calculate a PBJW
average score, thus, this person’s data were
excluded from the models utilising PBJW.

In the CLMMs for Praise/Blame ratings and the
Intentionality ratings, the fixed effects were Recipi-
ent Valence (positive, negative), Side Effect
Valence (helpful, harmful), GBJW or PBJW (in separ-
ate models), and the interaction between these
three. We used deviation coding for the two exper-
imental factors. The models contained crossed
random effects for Agent Valence and Side Effect
Valence for participants and vignettes.

Praise/Blame models
The maximal model utilising GBJW for the Praise/
Blame ratings converged (see Table 3 for parameter
estimates). We present the key findings in order of
increasing complexity. First, the model demon-
strated a main effect of Side Effect Valence at p
< .001, in which higher levels of blame were
assigned for harmful side effects compared to
levels of praise for helpful side effects.

Second, the model also demonstrated the key
two-way interaction between Recipient Valence
and Side Effect Valence that was significant at p
= .002. This interaction was explored by first creat-
ing a model which separated GBJW from the

Table 3. Parameter estimates for the Blame/Praise CLMMs from Experiment 2.
b SE z p 95% CI

Model of GBJW*Recipient Valence*SE Valence
Recipient Valence 2.78 0.32 8.75 2*10−16 2.15–3.40
SE Valence −1.93 0.23 −8.39 2*10−16 −2.38 to −1.48
GBJW −0.12 0.22 −0.55 .582 −0.54–0.30
Two-way interaction* −1.17 0.37 −3.16 .002 −1.89 to −0.44
Three-way interaction* 0.91 0.35 2.62 .009 0.23–1.60
Model of GBJW + Recipient Valence*SE Valence
GBJW −0.28 0.20 −1.37 .171 −0.68–0.12
Recipient Valence 2.78 0.32 8.74 2*10−16 2.15–3.40
SE Valence −1.92 0.23 −8.22 2*10−16 −2.38 to −1.46
Two-way interaction* −1.18 0.39 −3.02 .003 −1.94 to −0.41
Model of PBJW*Recipient Valence*SE Valence
Recipient Valence 2.79 0.32 8.70 2*10−16 2.16–3.42
SE Valence −1.92 0.24 −8.04 9.31*10−16 −2.38 to −1.45
PBJW −0.28 0.22 −1.28 .199 −0.70–0.15
Two-way interaction* −1.15 0.39 −2.90 .004 −1.92 to −0.37
Three-way interaction* 0.33 0.37 0.90 .371 −0.39–1.05
* Two-way interaction = Recipient Valence x SE Valence; Three-way interaction = Recipient Valence x SE Valence x Just World moderator (GBJW or
PBJW).
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interaction (see parameter estimates in Table 3) and
then using pairwise comparisons as computed by
the emmeans package in R (Lenth et al., 2018) with
a Bonferroni corrected alpha of .025. GBJW was sep-
arated because it interacted significantly (see
below). These comparisons showed that agents
were rated as deserving more praise for helping
positive recipients compared to negative ones (z =
5.53, p < .001) and also that agents deserved more
blame for harming positive recipients compared to
negative ones (z = 9.65, p < .001; see Figure 4).

There was also a three-way interaction of GBJW,
Recipient Valence, and Side Effect Valence that
was significant at p = .009. A likelihood ratio test
showed that this model was a better fit for the
data than the null model containing only the
random effects terms (AIC null = 3986.9 versus AIC
final = 3917.1, χ2 (7) = 83.79, p < .001). We also con-
structed a main-effects only model with fixed
factors of Side Effect Valence, Recipient Valence,
and GBJW (but no interaction) and random effects
for participants and vignettes. A likelihood ratio
test showed that the final model containing the
three-way interaction was a better fit for the data
than the main-effects only model (AIC main effect
3959.2 versus AIC final 3917.1, χ2 (12) = 66.09, p
< .001). This demonstrates that including the inter-
action provides a significantly better account of
the data than the main effects only, i.e. that Recipi-
ent Valence and GBJW significantly moderate the
SEE. Furthermore, a likelihood ratio test showed
that the model including GBJW in the interaction
was a better fit for the data than the model separ-
ating GBJW from the interaction: (AIC interaction
with GBJW = 3917.1 versus AIC interaction without
GBJW = 3921.0, χ2 (2) = 7.92, p = .019). This suggests

that the model with the three-way interaction is a
better fit for the data than the model with the
two-way interaction of the experimental factors
and a main effect of GBJW.

In order to better understand the interaction with
GBJW, we created visualisations of the magnitude of
the “congruency effects” plotted against GBJW, first
for Negative Recipients and then for Positive Recipi-
ents (Figure 5a and b). The “congruency effect” is
the mathematical difference in the ratings given for
the incongruent pairing (Negative & Helpful, or Posi-
tive & Harmful) and the congruent pairing (Negative
& Harmful, or Positive & Helpful). Larger absolute
numerical differences indicate a more pronounced
difference in ratings; positive differences indicate a
higher rating for the incongruent pairing over the
congruent pairing, while negative differences indi-
cate a higher rating for the congruent pairing over
the incongruent pairing. Thus, the congruency

Figure 4. Means, confidence limits, and distributions for
Side Effect Valence by Recipient Valence for Praise
(Helpful conditions)/Blame (Harmful conditions).

Figure 5. a and b. Magnitude of congruency effects plotted
against General Belief in a Just World.
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effects were calculated by subtracting the ratings for
the congruent pairing from the incongruent pairing
(for the Negative Recipient figure, this = Helpful
ratings – Harmful ratings; for the Positive Recipient
figure, this = Harmful ratings – Helpful ratings). Col-
lapsing the data in this way allows for an easier visu-
alisation of the effect of GBJW, in order to understand
how it interacts with Side Effect Valence and Recipi-
ent Valence (see Figure 5a and b). For Negative Reci-
pients, Figure 5a shows that the magnitude of the
congruency effect is similar regardless of GBJW
score and is close to zero (demonstrating little differ-
ence in the accountability ratings for helping versus
harming a negative recipient). In contrast, for Positive
Recipients, Figure 5b shows that the magnitude of
the congruency effect was larger (> 2) for those
with lower GBJW scores compared to those with
higher GBJW scores, whose magnitude of the con-
gruency effect was close to zero. Thus, those with a
weaker belief in a just world ascribed higher account-
ability ratings for harming a positive recipient than
helping a positive recipient (the left-hand side of
Figure 5b), whereas these ratings were similar for
those with a strong belief in a just world (the right-
hand side of Figure 5b). Thus, the interaction of Reci-
pient Valence and Side Effect Valence was more pro-
nounced for those with a weaker belief in a just world
rather than for those with a stronger belief, but only
for Positive Recipients.

The maximal model for the Blame/Praise ratings
involving PBJW also converged (see Table 3). This
also showed the key two-way interaction between
Recipient Valence and Side Effect Valence described
above, but there was no significant three-way inter-
action with PBJW (p = .371).

Intentionality Models
The maximal models for the Intentionality ratings
involving GBJW and PBJW both converged, but
there were no significant three-way interactions
with these (GBJW p = .859; PBJW p = .683; see
Table 4 for parameter estimates). However, in both
models, the key two-way interaction between Reci-
pient Valence and Side Effect Valence was signifi-
cant; thus, a model was created excluding the Just
World moderators in order to clearly investigate
the key two-way interaction. This model converged
and, first, showed a main effect of Side Effect
Valence at p < .001, in which harmful side effects
were rated as more intentional than helpful side
effects. The key two-way interaction between Reci-
pient Valence and Side Effect Valence was signifi-
cant at p < .001 (see Table 4). This interaction was
explored using pairwise comparisons with a Bonfer-
roni corrected alpha level of .025. These compari-
sons showed that agents were rated as having
more intentionality towards helping negative recipi-
ents than positive ones (z =−4.41, p < .001) and
more intentionality towards harming positive recipi-
ents than negative ones (z = 5.38, p < .001; see
Figure 6). A likelihood ratio test showed that this
model was a better fit for the data than the null
model (AIC null 3558.1 versus AIC final 3511.2, χ2

(3) = 52.86, p < .001). As before, we constructed a
main-effects only model with fixed factors of Side
Effect Valence and Recipient Valence (but no inter-
action) and random effects for participants and
vignettes. A likelihood ratio test showed that the
final two-way interaction model was a better fit for
the data than the main-effects only model (AIC
main effects 3729.7 versus AIC final interaction

Table 4. Parameter estimates for the Intentionality CLMMs from Experiment 2.
b SE z p 95% CI

With GBJW
Recipient Valence −0.17 0.17 −1.03 .301 −0.50–0.15
SE Valence −1.33 0.21 −6.50 8.13*10−11 −1.74 to −0.93
GBJW 0.36 0.39 0.93 .353 −0.40–1.12
Two-way interaction* −3.09 0.57 −5.45 5.14*10−8 −4.20 to −1.98
Three-way interaction* 0.10 0.55 0.18 .859 −0.98–1.17
With PBJW
Recipient Valence −0.17 0.17 −0.99 .320 −0.51–0.17
SE Valence −1.35 0.22 −6.24 4.38*10−10 −1.77 to −0.92
PBJW −0.37 0.38 −0.99 .324 −1.11–0.37
Two-way interaction* −3.12 0.58 −5.39 7.18*10−8 −4.26 to −1.99
Three-way interaction* 0.22 0.54 0.41 .683 −0.84–1.28
Without Just World factors
Recipient Valence −0.16 0.16 −1.00 .318 −0.49–0.16
SE Valence −1.33 0.21 −6.35 2.20*10−10 −1.74 to −0.92
Two-way interaction* −3.08 0.57 −5.44 5.29*10−8 −4.19 to −1.97
* Two-way interaction = Recipient Valence x SE Valence; Three-way interaction = Recipient Valence x SE Valence x Just World moderator (GBJW or
PBJW).
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3511.2, χ2 (9) = 236.5, p < .001). This demonstrates
that the SEE is significantly moderated by Recipient
Valence for intentionality judgements.

Post-hoc comparisons of globally positive and
negative side effects
One criticism of our approach to Experiment 2 is
that these findings are unsurprising because
“helping” or “harming” is not solely indicative of
the moral valence of the side effect (since the
moral valence of the recipient likely changes the
overall valence of the side effect). In other words,
these comparisons do not sufficiently test whether
participants take a finer-grained approach to their
intentionality judgements. In their second exper-
iment, Kneer and Bourgeois-Gironde (2017) demon-
strated that professional judges ascribe different
levels of intentionality and blame to agents who
induce minor versus severe harmful side effects.
Thus, to further test whether participants make
fine-grained distinctions about intentionality
between different globally morally positive side
effects and also between different globally morally
negative side effects, we performed post-hoc com-
parisons (with alpha lowered to .0125) of the inten-
tionality ratings for (1) the globally morally positive
side effects (helping positive recipients versus
harming negative recipients) and (2) the globally
morally negative side effects (harming positive reci-
pients versus helping negative recipients). The first
comparison revealed that agents were rated as
having significantly more intention towards
harming a negative recipient versus helping a posi-
tive recipient (z =−4.64, p < .001) even though
these can both be considered “good” outcomes.
The second comparison revealed that agents were
rated as having significantly more intention

towards harming a positive recipient versus
helping a negative one (z =−5.96, p < .001) even
though these can both be considered “bad” out-
comes. Thus, participants ascribe varying levels of
intentionality even between two overall “good”
side effects and between two overall “bad” side
effects.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 provide evidence that
the SEE can be significantly moderated by the
valence of the recipient. Overall, both final models
for Praise/Blame and for Intentionality which
included an interaction of Side Effect Valence and
Recipient Valence (and GBJW in the case of Praise/
Blame) were better fits for the data than main-
effects only models, demonstrating that accounting
for factors that significantly moderate the SEE above
and beyond the SEE itself improves our ability to
explain how participants arrive at their judgements.
This is consistent with previous findings in this area
and with the explanations of the Rational Scientist
and the “Trade-off” models, suggesting it is a suc-
cessful conceptual replication.

The findings showed that helping negative reci-
pients was less praiseworthy and more intentional
than helping positive ones, and harming positive
recipients was more blameworthy and more inten-
tional than harming negative ones. Thus, when con-
sidering incongruencies between Recipient Valence
and Side Effect Valence, participants appeared to
resolve these incongruencies (harming positive reci-
pients or helping negative ones) by ascribing
different levels of accountability and greater inten-
tionality, perhaps by drawing on knowledge about
the recipients and about norm violations, as per
the Rational Scientist account. The results can also
be read as support for the “Tradeoff” models, as
they may show that observers weigh up the costs
and benefits of the unintended side effects and
the intended outcomes. In other words, both
harming a positive recipient and helping a negative
one are costs too great to justify the intended
outcome. However, we caution readers against
interpreting our results as ruling out other theories
about the SEE, as we did not design this experiment
to pit different frameworks against each other. From
another angle, our analyses also show that partici-
pants make fine-grained distinctions between side
effects that share the same overall valence (e.g.
both positive or both negative). This experiment

Figure 6. Means, confidence limits, and distributions for
Side Effect Valence by Recipient Valence for Intentionality.
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also provides further support for the application of
multi-item, within-subjects designs and the use of
mixed models to the SEE literature.

Our prediction that this effect would be stronger
in participants with a stronger belief in a just world
was not supported. PBJW was not influential, and
this makes sense as the scenarios were about
others. If future work examined scenarios where
the side effect is portrayed as happening to the par-
ticipant, then PBJW may moderate the SEE. GBJW
interacted with Side Effect Valence and Recipient
Valence for ratings of accountability (but not for
ratings of intentionality), such that those with a
weak belief demonstrated the typical SEE asymme-
try, not those with a strong belief (in opposition to
the prediction), but only for positive recipients. It
is possible that a strong belief is maintained by
not only assigning blame for unjust acts but also
by actively assigning praise for just ones.

General discussion

Our work provides two successful conceptual repli-
cations and demonstrated the suitability of multi-
item, within-subjects designs and of mixed models
for investigations of the SEE. Our replications
provide additional evidence in line with previous
findings showing that considerations of the
agent’s character and the recipient’s character mod-
erate the SEE and that examining such factors pro-
vides an explanation for participants’ responses
above and beyond the SEE itself. When faced with
inconsistencies between the agent’s character and
the side effect, or between the nature of the recipi-
ent and the side effect, observers appear to resolve
these by assigning different levels of accountability
and intentionality. Incongruencies between the
agent and the outcome led to relatively lower
ratings of praise and intentionality (Experiment 1),
while incongruencies between the recipient and
the outcome led to different ratings of accountabil-
ity and greater intentionality (Experiment 2). Thus,
our work emphasises the SEE’s robustness but also
suggests that it can be moderated by factors relat-
ing to both the agent and the recipient, replicating
previous patterns of findings.

From a methodological point of view, our
advanced, rigorous conceptual replications demon-
strated the SEE’s robustness and its susceptibility to
moderation across many scenarios, used within-
subjects designs to control for participant differ-
ences, and utilised an analysis strategy that

accounted for random effects of participants and
items simultaneously. These methodological
avenues can help future SEE researchers further
investigate the nature of the SEE and may be valu-
able in generating evidence for particular theoreti-
cal explanations over others. Importantly, our work
has provided novel evidence via these methods
that the SEE replicates, can be moderated, and gen-
eralises across individuals, within individuals, and
across multiple scenarios.

Although our aim was not to contrast theoretical
explanations in order to support one while rejecting
another, our conceptual replications demonstrate
the applicability of our methodological strategies
for providing evidence to evaluate hypotheses for-
mulated from existing theoretical explanations.
Specifically, our experiments generated results
that are broadly consistent with the DSCM and the
CCM in Experiment 1, and the Rational Scientist
view and the “Tradeoff” models in Experiment
2. More generally, our findings conceptually repli-
cated previous work that demonstrated moderation
of the SEE, and we also showed that this occurs
within the same participants and across multiple
scenarios. In the future, it is possible to continue
advancing knowledge of the SEE by utilising
within-subjects designs, multiple items, and more
comprehensive analyses. Such an approach can
allow comparisons of scenarios that systematically
emphasise different aspects of the stimuli, thus pro-
viding rigorous tests of currently co-existing theor-
etical frameworks.

We should also note that while the “blame”
ratings (in particular) were fairly high, all of the
mean intentionality ratings were in the lower half
of the Likert scale for both experiments. Although
participants ascribed varying levels of intentionality,
the mean ratings can all be described as “uninten-
tional.” This is at odds with the typical SEE, i.e. our
participants did not perceive clear intention
towards harmful side effects. This may be because
of the sentence, “I am unable to be concerned
with (the side effect),” which we used to communi-
cate a lack of choice and neutral inability towards
the side effect over the typical “I don’t care about
(the side effect),” which may communicate an
active choice and intentional attitude to show
indifference towards the side effect (Guglielmo &
Malle, 2010a).

It may be that when the vignette makes clear that
the agent has a passive relationship with the side
effect (rather than an active one), intentionality
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weakens despite the SEE asymmetry still being
apparent. Both the Rational Scientist view (Uttich
& Lombrozo, 2010) with its focus on norm violations,
and the “Tradeoff” models (Machery, 2008; Vonasch
& Baumeister, 2017), first highlighted in the context
of Experiment 2, may shed light on this observation.
The former would suggest that the passive stance
means that the harmful side effect is viewed as a
more tolerable norm violation. The latter would
suggest that the agent’s more passive stance
towards the side effect may affect the cost–benefit
analysis in which observers engage, such that the
trade-off is more justifiable because the agent is
not actively disregarding the side effect. However,
it is also possible that this observation is due to a
methodological artefact: the high degree of inten-
tionality found previously may be related to quirks
of the single or few vignettes used and individual
differences in the typical between-subjects design;
in our study, such responses may have “averaged
out” across our larger set of scenarios and/or been
controlled by our within-subjects design. Given
that our work demonstrates that it is possible to
examine multiple scenarios in a within-subjects
design, it would be prudent for future work to sys-
tematically manipulate the formulation and
compare the original negative, active “I don’t care”
stance, to our neutral, passive one, as well as to
Guglielmo and Malle’s active, “welcoming” one.

Our work is not without limitations. Our student
samples had relatively young mean ages and were
mostly female. While the SEE has been replicated
in many samples, there is substantial variation in
its prominence in different cultures (Klein et al.,
2018; Robbins et al., 2017). Additionally, while our
work suggests that a general belief in a just world
has some impact on accountability judgments,
future work that directly manipulates such con-
structs would provide a clearer picture of the inter-
action of observers’ moral schemas with factors
relating to the scenarios. Furthermore, using a
design similar to our multi-item, within-subjects
experiments, future research can systematically
manipulate and compare the orders of the account-
ability and intentionality questions to examine how
these judgements influence each other. This would
provide a test of theories that link the assignment of
blame (in particular) to judgements of intentionality.
This would provide evidence in addition to that
from studies which have examined different types
of intentionality and attitudinal questions and the
presence/absence of the accountability question

(e.g. Cova, 2017; Cova et al., 2016; Knobe, 2003b)
and how participants understand and interpret
them (Laurent, Reich, & Skorinko, 2021).

Work on the SEE should also consider its appli-
cation to different spheres of human activity,
similar to Kneer and Bourgeois-Gironde’s (2017)
work on samples of professional judges. A
common strategy among defence lawyers is to
demean a victim’s character (e.g. by highlighting a
victim’s sexual history, or explicitly activating nega-
tive stereotypes related to the victim’s ethnicity).
The findings of Experiment 2 suggest that if
victims are seen in a negative light by a jury, then
jurors may perceive the actions of the
accused individual as less blameworthy and less
intentional (Furnham, 2003). Such assessments
relating to accused persons may influence
outcome verdicts.

In sum, our work provides conceptual replica-
tions of previous studies that show that individuals
represent and consider aspects such as the valence
of agents and recipients and consistency between
characters and outcomes in making fine-grained
judgements about intentionality and accountability.
This evidence is consistent with the view of Cova
et al. (2016), who suggested that a multitude of
factors likely influence such decisions. Our findings
alongside the literature’s accumulated empirical evi-
dence suggest that while the SEE appears to be a
robust phenomenon, it also represents a complex
and multifaceted moral decision-making process.
This process as well as its possible mechanisms
can be studied in a fine-grained way by continuing
to utilise innovative and robust methods such as
multiple items, within-subjects designs, and statisti-
cally accounting for by-participant and by-item
variance.
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